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OVERVIEW
OUR ORIGINS
Many of the greatest Italian businesses are family affairs, so that is why family
remains at the heart of Profumi D’Italia Marketing; the exclusive importers and
distributors in South Africa of Italy’s acclaimed Bottega wines and spirits.
Started in 2005 by Franco Vignazia, who was born in the Italian village of
Lessona in the Piedmont wine region, Profumi D’Italia Marketing was launched
with the simple goal of introducing the finest Italian products to the South
African market. The business flourished and three years later his daughter
Giuliana joined the company; a passionate Italian family business was born on
the shores of South Africa focusing on sourcing premium quality products from
Italy.
For the family-focused Profumi D’Italia, the passion is in importing high quality
Italian wines and liquors from Italy as well as building South African brands that
are inspired by Italian winemaking.
These brands include the world renowned Bottega; VOGA wines; Santo
Stefano sparkling wines made from apples; still wines from Tinazzi and
Breganze ; and Profumi Secco sparkling wine proudly made in South Africa.
Profumi D’italia currently has a wide portfolio range that features premium
products such as Prosecco, Sparkling Wine, Grappa, Liqueurs, and Gin. The
company prides itself in high quality products and customer service.
MISSION AND VALUES
Profumi D’Italia is a family run business where employees become family. Our
mission is to introduce South African consumers to Italian products of quality,
taste, beauty and experience.
“We built up Profumi D’Italia to focus on family values, integrity, and passion for a
quality product. My passion is working with good people, working with quality
products, and creating relationships with our business partners.” says our
Managing Director Giuliana Abrahamse Vignazia.
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GRAPPA
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GRAPPA ALEXANDER

ITEM CODE: 1001

E00057075

Grappa Alexander Bianca - ml 750
Grappa is a pomace eau-de-vie, obtained by distilling fermented
grape skins used in wine production. It is the most ancient and
traditional distillate in Northern Italy and its name comes from
“graspo”, a local name for the bunch. A symbol of man’s talent
and passion, it is the heritage of peasant experience and wisdom,
which transformed a solid raw material into a transparent, crystal
clear liquid, rich in diverse organoleptic sensations. Grappa
Alexander is the ideal meeting point between tradition and
innovation, between the millenary history of this precious distillate
and the evolution in its production technique, which mitigated its
original harshness to make it softer, rounder and more elegant.
This Grappa is not for drinking, but for slow tasting, in small sips.
Production Area: Veneto, Italy
Vine: Blend of several vines
Characteristics:
Quality and care for the raw materials are the first and most important steps
in the production of a good grappa. For this reason, healthy, fresh and vinous
pomace of the vines harvested in dedicated areas are stored with care to
preserve all their quality. Alexander White Grappa, created from a blend of the
most renowned vines of North-East Italy, is produced during three distillation
phases with different temperature. The process takes place in traditional
copper alembics, which allow for under vacuum distillation (greater protection
of aromas), with bain- marie heating (indirect and therefore more delicate
system). Before bottling, this sophisticated Grappa is aged in steel tanks for
nearly 6 months, with positive outcomes on its aromatic profile and softness.
Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Colorless, transparent, crystal clear.
Bouquet: Intense and strong, it is characterized by cleanness, fresh and
fruity hints of berries, floral notes, and a delicate, slight hint of dried fruit
in the finish.
Taste: Pleasant, powerful, vigorous and elegant, it has a balanced
softness and a persistent fruity aroma, lasting as a retro-olfactory
sensation.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 43%
Serving Temperature: 10-12° C
Serving Suggestions: Grappa is perfect after meals, particularly when based
on savory meat or cheese courses. It can be enjoyed cold or even chilled,
and is an ingredient in cocktails and long drinks. It is a perfect match with dark
chocolate and with cakes based on cocoa or dried
fruit, especially raisins, chestnuts, dates or dried figs. It is traditionally used to
correct espresso coffee and, in Veneto and Friuli, to dilute the last drops of
coffee remaining on the bottom of the cup (Resentin): the invigorating effect of
coffee, combined with the relaxing action of alcohol, gives a pleasant sensation
of well-being and energy.
Enjoy it within: No time limit recommended.
Recommended Glass: Slang Alexander.
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GRAPPA TARDIVA
43% ALC

ITEM CODE : 1069

E10011050ASA1

Grappa Tardiva (aged) - ml 500
Grappa Tardiva is an aged grappa obtained by distilling
the skins of a selection of dried grapes used to produce
the prestigious Amarone della Valpolicella wine. With
its millenary tradition, grappa evokes atmospheres and
emotions that were passed down intact to the present day.
Grappa Tardiva is the result of this ancient history, combined
with the evolution in pomace distillation technique and the
use of modern technologies: an elegant and refined distillate
which, thanks to its aging in wood, is enriched by unique
and unmistakable notes.
Production Area: Veneto, Italy
Vine: Wine from the same grapes of Amarone della Valpolicella
Characteristics:
Selected bunches of grapes which give origin to Amarone are left to
dry on wood racks in dry, airy rooms. Day after day, they lose up to
50% of their weight, leading to a concentration of sugar and aromatic
components. A soft pressing procedure allows to obtain a soft pomace,
still rich in must. This precious raw material is steam distilled in three
phases with different temperature. The process takes place in traditional
copper alembics, which allow for under vacuum distillation (greater
protection of aromas), with bain-marie heating (indirect and therefore
more delicate system), preserving the organoleptic intensity of originary
pomace. The skillful aging in oak barriques gives this distillate an amber
color and a smooth bouquet with notes of great character.
Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Intense amber color.
Bouquet: Its complex bouquet is characterized by hints of honey,
flowers, vanilla, grape and noble wood.
Taste: Intense, soft and persistent, on the palate it expresses the
structure of its originary vines and a pleasant aroma of noble wood.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 43%
Serving Temperature: 10-12° C
Serving Suggestions: Aged grappa is perfect after meals as a
meditation distillate and is an ingredient in cocktails and long drinks.
Grappa Tardiva is a perfect match with dark chocolate, cocoa-based
cakes and pastry.
Enjoy it within: No time limit recommended.
Recommended Glass: Slang.
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GRAPPA ALDO BIANCA
43% ALC

ITEM CODE: 2086

E10024100

Young Grappa - ml 1000
This grappa is dedicated to Aldo Bottega, who founded
Distilleria Bottega in 1977. As a master distiller who
followed in his father’s footsteps, among the alembics he
discovered the secrets of distilling pomace, the precious
raw material used to produce grappa. Grappa Aldo Bottega
is a transparent, crystal clear liquid, characterized by strong
personality and organoleptic intensity.
Production Area: Veneto, Italy
Vine: Blend of different vines
Characteristics:
Selection and care of the raw materials grant quality, freshness
and perfect preservation of the pomace which originates this grappa.
Grappa Aldo Bottega derives from a blend of the most known and
widespread vines in Northeastern Italy, like Pinot, Cabernet and Merlot.
The skins, perfumed and still rich in must, undergo three distillation
phases with different temperature. The process takes place in traditional
copper alembics, which allow for under vacuum distillation (greater
protection of aromas), with bain-marie heating (indirect and therefore
more delicate system). The resulting grappa thus preserves the
organoleptic qualities of originary grapes and is characterized by
a strong aromatic intensity. Before bottling, this Grappa is aged in steel
tanks for nearly 6 months, with positive outcomes on its aromatic profile
and softness.
Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Colorless, transparent and crystal clear.
Bouquet: Fresh and elegant, it is characterized by hints of fresh fruit
and a pleasant note reminding of berries.
Taste: Strong and balanced, on the palate it is characterized by an
intense fruity aftertaste of fresh fruit.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 43%
Serving Temperature: 10-12° C
Serving Suggestions: Grappa is perfect after meals, as a meditation
distillate. It can be enjoyed cold or even chilled, and is an ingredient in
cocktails and long drinks. Grappa Aldo Bottega is a perfect match with
chocolate, fruit, fruit salads, ice cream and fruit-based semifreddo. It is
traditionally used to correct espresso coffee and, in Veneto and Friuli,
to dilute the last drops of coffee remaining on the bottom of the cup
(Resentin): the invigorating effect of coffee, combined with the relaxing
action of alcohol, gives a pleasant sensation of well-being and energy.
Enjoy it within: No time limit recommended.
Recommended Glass: Slang.
Size Available: 700 ml; 1000 ml.
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ALDO BOTTEGA
GRAPPA
BARRICATA

ITEM CODE: 2027

E10026100

Aged Grappa - ml 1000
This grappa is dedicated to Aldo Bottega, who founded
Distilleria Bottega in 1977. As a master distiller who followed
in his father’s footsteps, among the alembics he discovered
the secrets of distilling pomace, the precious raw material
used to produce grappa. Grappa Aldo Bottega Barricata,
thanks to its aging in oak barriques, is characterized by its
amber color, full taste and spicy hints.
Production Area: Veneto, Italy
Vine: Blend of different vines
Characteristics:
Selection and care of the raw materials grant quality, freshness and
perfect preservation of the pomace which originates this grappa.
Grappa Aldo Bottega Barricata derives from a blend of the most known
and widespread vines in Northeastern Italy, like Pinot, Cabernet and
Merlot. The skins, perfumed and still rich in must, undergo three
distillation phases with different temperature. The process takes place
in traditional copper alembics, which allow for under vacuum distillation
(greater protection of aromas), with bain-marie heating (indirect and
therefore more delicate system). The resulting grappa thus preserves
the organoleptic qualities of originary grapes and is characterized by a
strong aromatic intensity. The subsequent aging in barriques complete
the maturation of this distillate: the bouquet becomes more complex,
softer and the taste gets rounder, conferring a pleasant silky sensation
on the palate.

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Pale amber color.
Bouquet: Intense and inebriating, it is characterized by a fruity bouquet
which evolves towards spicy hints and a delicate note of vanilla in the
finish.
Taste: Soft, round and with a full taste, it caresses the palate with a
fruity aromaticity and a long persistence.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 43%
Serving Temperature: 10-12° C
Serving Suggestions: Grappa is perfect after meals, as a meditation
distillate. It can be enjoyed cold or even chilled, and is an ingredient in
cocktails and long drinks. Aldo Bottega Grappa Barricata is a perfect
match with chocolate, cocoa-based cakes and biscuits.
Enjoy it within: No time limit recommended.
Recommended Glass: Slang Alexander.

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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LIQUEURS
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FIOR DI LATTE

ITEM CODE: 1006

E12093050N

Fior Di Latte (White Chocolate) - 500ml
Bottega Creams, soft and velvety on the palate, are made
special by a unique taste. Quality and accurate selection of
ingredients, Italian pastry tradition and the long-standing
experience of our company meet to create an exceptional
product. Fior di latte Bottega is a creamy liqueur, pleasantly
sweet and with a moderate alcohol content, characterized by
an intense aroma of white chocolate.
Production Area: Veneto

Characteristics:
The “white variant” of chocolate, which derives from the traditional
processing of cocoa beans, has always been highly appreciated,
especially by younger consumers. With its typical ivory colour, it has an
intense and persistent aroma and taste with hints of milk, butter, vanilla
and biscuit. A characteristic bouquet that can be found in Fior di Latte
Bottega and that perfectly matches the voluptuousness and softness of
the sweet cream obtained exclusively from Alpine milk. The addition of
grappa gives this product a particular aromaticity that makes it unique
and unmistakable.

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: White with cream hues.
Bouquet: Intense aroma of white chocolate with elegant notes of vanilla
and milk.
Taste: Soft, creamy, harmonic and appealing, reproducing on the palate
the same unmistakable aromaticity of its bouquet.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 15%
Serving Temperature: 3° C
Serving Suggestions: Thanks to its moderate alcohol content, it is
particularly suited for sweetening the palate. Best served cold, it is
perfect not only after meals, but also at any time of the day. It is used as
an ingredient in cocktails and, thanks to its touch of alcohol, is ideal with
fresh strawberries or ice creams.
Enjoy it within: 30 months.
Recommended Glass: Tumbler.

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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GIANDUIA

ITEM CODE: 1056

E12077050

Gianduia (Hazelnut Choc) - 500ml
Bottega Creams, soft and velvety on the palate, are made
special by a unique taste. Quality and accurate selection of
ingredients, Italian pastry tradition and the long-standing
experience of our company meet to create an exceptional
product. Gianduia Bottega is a creamy liqueur, pleasantly
sweet and with a moderate alcohol content, characterized by
an intense aroma of Gianduia chocolate.
Production Area: Veneto

Characteristics:
Gianduia chocolate was born in Piedmont in 1806 when the
Piedmontese master confectioners, due to the high cost of cocoa,
decided to replace it in part with roasted and finely ground hazelnut
paste. Thus was born a chocolate with an intense and elegant taste
with a typical bouquet of cocoa and hazelnut that we find in Gianduia
Bottega, a cream characterized by a velvety sweetness, produced using
selected ingredients such as cream obtained exclusively from Alpine
milk. The addition of grappa gives this product a particular aromaticity
that makes it unique and unmistakable.

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Brown with cream hues.
Bouquet: Intense aromas of cocoa and nut, typical of Gianduia
chocolate.
Taste: Soft, velvety, with a distinctive and appealing taste, on the palate
it is characterized by an intense and persistent aromaticity balanced with
the sweetness of milk cream.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 17%
Serving Temperature: 3° C
Serving Suggestions: Thanks to its moderate alcohol content, it is
particularly suited for sweetening the palate. Best served cold, it is
perfect not only after meals, but also at any time of the day. It is used as
an ingredient in cocktails and, thanks to its touch of alcohol, is ideal with
ice cream.
Enjoy it within: 30 months.
Recommended Glass: Tumbler.

Awards
91/100 Points - Wine Enthusiast
Magazine - USA (2016)
Gold Award - International Wine & Spirit
Competition - UK (2003)

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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Premio Villani - Accademia Italiana della
Cucina - Italy (2002)

LIMONCINO

ITEM CODE: 1009

E12025050

Limoncino Limoncello - 500ml
Traditional Italian liqueur, dating back to the end of the
nineteenth century. The lemon peels are the fine ingredient
of this product with its elegant and attractive packaging.
Production Area: Veneto and Sicily

Characteristics:
Limoncino Bottega is produced from an infusion of “Femminello” lemon
peel. This cultivar which is widespread in Italy and characterised by
a peel with a thin grain and high quality essential oils. This variety of
lemon is called “Femminello” because of the fertility of the plant, which
flowers all year round. It is very sensitive to the cold, but quite resistant
to high temperatures, it is capable of providing constant production.
The lemons are grown naturally and untreated in areas with a warm dry
climate and a draining soil rich in gravel, sand and peat. Lemons are
picked at the peak of ripeness, washed and peeled by hand, removing
the white part (bitter) and only selecting the yellow peel which is rich in
essential oils. The lemon peels are infused in alcohol for about 30 days.
This allows the extraction of the aromatic and colouring substances. The
liquid is then separated from the peel. Finally, sugar and high quality
grappa is added, making this Limoncino unique and unmistakable.

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Lemon yellow.
Bouquet: Intense aroma of ripe lemons.
Taste: Sweet, full, juicy with a slightly citrus fragrance.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 30%
Serving Temperature: -18° C
Serving Suggestions: Perfect as an ingredient for aperitifs, excellent an
after-dinner drink, it also goes well with ice-creams, sorbets and fresh
fruit salads.
Enjoy it within: 5 years
Recommended Glass: Tumbler
Sizes Available: 30 ml; 200 ml; 500 ml; 700 ml; 1000 ml.

Awards
Bronze Medal - BSA Bartender Spirits
Awards - USA (2019)
Bronze Medal - SFWSC San Francisco
World Spirits Competition - USA (2017)
Silver Medal - Hong Kong International
Wine & Spirit Competition - HK (2011)

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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Silver Award - International Wine & Spirit
Competition - UK (2007)

2019

BRONZE

ITEM CODE 500ML: 1111
ITEM CODE 200ML: 1114
LIMONE
LIMONCELLO LIQUEUR
Massimo’s Spiriti Famosi have been enjoyed by local clients
in Cape Town for many years, they are finally available for
you to purchase by the bottle.
Massimo’s Limoncello is made using high quality cane
spirit from KZN and fresh, organic lemons picked in the
Western Cape.
Method:
Made using only organic and un-waxed lemons, the zest is
steeped in the sugar cane spirit for several weeks allowing
all the oils to be extracted from the peels.
Italians enjoy their limoncello as a digestive/palate cleanser,
after dinner, straight out of the freezer, served in shot
glasses and sipped slowly. Being less sweet than the Italian
equivalent, the palate is a crisp fresh lemon that leaves a
pleasant, slightly bitter citrus after taste.
Organoleptic Characteristics:

- Colour and appearance: cloudy, intense lemon yellow.
- Bouquet: intense aroma of lemon sorbet.
-Taste: a punch of lemon acidity, followed by sweetness,
with a lingering purity of lemon.
Serving Temperature: Straight from the freezer
Serving Suggestions: Ideal as an after-dinner digestive, it
is also great mixed with sparkling wine as an aperitif, or as
a cocktail ingredient.
Enjoy within: 5 years
Available in 500ml & 200ml - ABV 25%.
Distributed by Profumi D’Italia Marketing CC
www.profumi.co.za
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ITEM CODE 500ML: 1113
ITEM CODE 200ML: 1116
ARANCIA
ORANGE CHOCOLATE LIQUEUR
Massimo’s Spiriti Famosi have been enjoyed by local
clients in Cape Town for many years, they are finally
available for you to purchase by the bottle.
Massimo’s Arancia is a chocolate lover’s dream
come true with a fresh orange twist. Delicious as is
or over some ice cream.
Method:
A complicated process that blends together, cocoa, sugar
and milk; then blended with orange spirit. This process
gives a velvety, dark chocolate and pure orange taste
sensation. We use Soy Lecithin as an emulsifier.
Organoleptic Characteristics:

- Colour and appearance: dark brown, thick and luxurious.
- Bouquet: orange oils, a light dusting of cocoa.
- Taste: an explosion of dark chocolate and well-integrated

orange followed by a lasting sensation of cocoa and citrus.
Serving Temperature: Room temperature

Serving Suggestions: Great on its own and after dinner.
Ideal poured over a good quality vanilla ice-cream, a warm
cake or in a cup of coffee.
Enjoy within: 5 years

Available in 500ml & 200ml - ABV 16%.
Distributed by Profumi D’Italia Marketing CC
www.profumi.co.za
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ITEM CODE 500ML: 1112
ITEM CODE 200ML: 1115
ZENZERO
GINGER LIQUEUR
Massimo’s Spiriti Famosi have been enjoyed by local
clients in Cape Town for many years, they are finally
available for you to purchase by the bottle.
Massimo’s Zenzero is a unique way to enjoy the health
benefits of the popular ginger root. This Zenzero is
smooth, fragrant and a unique ginger liqueur that is
balanced. Great after dinner and in cocktails.
Method:
The ginger root is washed and sliced thinly, steeped in a
sugar cane spirit for several weeks allowing all the oils and
flavours to infuse into the base alcohol.
Organoleptic Characteristics:

- Colour and appearance: a burnished clear syrupy liquid
- Bouquet: light aroma of fresh ginger
- Taste: an explosion of ginger, with a surprising lingering
warm finish from the spiciness of the ginger root
Serving Temperature: Straight from the freezer
Serving Suggestions: The ideal after-dinner digestive, it
is also great mixed as an aperitif with tonic water or soda;
fantastic as a Don Pedro.
Enjoy within: 5 years
Available in 500ml & 200ml - 30% ABV.
Distributed by Profumi D’Italia Marketing CC
www.profumi.co.za
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ITEM CODE: 1117
TRIO GIFT PACK
LIMONE, ARANCIA & ZENZERO LIQUEUR
Massimo’s Spiriti Famosi have been enjoyed by local clients in
Cape Town for many years, they are finally available for you to
purchase by the bottle.
This gift pack includes:
1 x 200ml Massimo’s Limone Limoncello Liqueur
1 x 200ml Massimo’s Arancia Chocolate Orange Liqueur
1 x 200ml Massimo’s Zenzero Ginger Liqueur
Massimo’s Limoncello is made using high quality cane
spirit and fresh, organic lemons picked in the Western
Cape. 25% ABV.
Massimo’s Arancia is a chocolate lover’s dream come true
with a fresh orange twist. Delicious as is or over some ice
cream. 16% ABV.
Massimo’s Zenzero is smooth, fragrant and a unique
ginger liqueur that is balanced. Great after dinner and in
cocktails. 30% ABV.
Distributed by Profumi D’Italia Marketing CC
www.profumi.co.za
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PROSECCO
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MILLESIMATO
EXTRA DRY

ITEM CODE: 1084

V23098075NSA1

Millesimato Extra Dry - 750ml
Millesimato Extra Dry combines the appeal of delicate and
captivating aromas of typical local grapes with a unique and
charming taste. It is produced with an ancient and complex
oenological technique, which enhances the perlage, and
is perfect both as an aperitif and an all-around wine. It is
perfect to toast on festive days and to celebrate moments to
remember.
Production Area: Veneto
Plants per Hectare: 2500 - 3000
Training System: Sylvoz
Harvest Period: From the beginning of September
Yield per Hectare: 140 q/Ha
Characteristics:
Production Area
> Millesimato Extra Dry is obtained from a blend of different vines (like
Glera and Chardonnay) grown in territories where the mild climate,
favorable exposure, draining calcareous clay soils with medium
fertility result in good minerality, correct acidity and excellent notes.
Production Process
> At the beginning of September, grapes are harvested and moved
to the winery in order to prevent mechanical damages, premature
oxidation, microbial contamination and exposure to the sun,
which may cause alteration and impair quality.
> Grapes are gently pressed removing the stems, the must is separated
from the skins and then cleaned.
> The first fermentation occurs in steel tanks with the addition of
selected yeasts.
> In accordance with the Charmat method, the second fermentation
occurs in cuve close at a controlled temperature of 15-16 °C,
to preserve the primary aromas of the grapes. When sugars are
transformed into alcohol, yeasts release carbon dioxide, making
the wine “sparkling”.
> At the end of the process, the wine is cold stabilized, filtered
and bottled.
Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Straw yellow, fine and persistent perlage.
Bouquet: Fruity, floreal, aromatic scents of peach flowers, white
flowers, apple and peach.
Taste: Round, soft, fresh and slighty sweet.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 11%
Sugar, g/l: 16-18
Total Acidity, g/l: 5.00-6.50
Serving Temperature: 4-5 °C
Serving Suggestions: Excellent as an aperitif and in cocktails, it goes
particularly well with starters, first courses with seafood toppings, fish,
sweets and desserts.
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BOTTEGA
MILLESIMATO

ITEM CODE: 1081

V23050075

Millesimato Brut - 750ml
Bottega Brut Millesimato is a charming sparkling wine,
obtained thanks to a specific oenological technique leading
to the creation of bubbles and relevant perlage. Thanks to
the bubbles, which stimulate the taste buds and enhance the
perception of flavors, sparkling wines are versatile and easy
to match.
Production Area: Veneto, Italy
Plants per Hectare: 3000-4000
Training System: Sylvoz
Harvest Period: Mid-September
Yield per Hectare: 140 q/Ha
Characteristics:
Production Area
> Bottega Brut Millesimato is obtained by a blend of different vines
(Glera, Chardonnay and Pinot) grown in territories where the
mild climate, favorable exposure, draining calcareous clay soils result
in a good acidity and excellent notes.
Production Process
> Around mid-September, grapes are harvested and moved to the
winery in order to prevent mechanical damages, premature
oxidation, microbial contamination and exposure to the sun, which
may cause alteration and impair quality.
> Grapes are gently pressed removing the stems, the must is separated
from the skins and then cleaned.
> The first fermentation occurs in steel tanks with the addition of
selected yeasts.
> In accordance to the Martinotti method, the second fermentation
occurs in cuve close at a controlled temperature of 14 °C, to preserve
the primary aromas of the grapes. When sugars are transformed into
alcohol, yeasts release carbon dioxide, making the wine “sparkling”.
> At the end of the process, the wine is cold stabilized, filtered and
bottled.
Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Straw yellow, fine and persistent perlage.
Bouquet: Fruity (apple, peach) and elegant floral (acacia) notes.
Taste: Dry, lively, fresh, quite soft, with a pleasant sapidity and balanced
acidity.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 11%
Sugar, g/l: 10-13
Total Acidity, g/l: 5,00-6,50
Serving Temperature: 4-5 °C
Serving Suggestions: Excellent as an aperitif and in cocktails, it
goes particularly well with starters, first courses with fish sauces, fish
(steamed, baked or in foil) and with meat such as chicken and turkey.
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PROSECCO
DOC
PRONOL

ITEM CODE: 1082

V73806075NI01

Pronol Prosecco DOC- 750ml
Prosecco DOC Spumante Pronol is the product of a territory
with a great winemaking tradition. Here, grapes find the ideal
conditions for perfect ripening and are vinified according
to ancient techniques, leading to elegant, refined sparkling
wines. Prosecco DOC Spumante Pronol is fresh, lively and
intriguing, with a delicate perlage. It is produced according to
the Charmat method and, thanks to the naturally developed
carbon dioxide, it recalls the sensation of a burst of bubbles,
attracting even the most demanding palates.
Production Area: Province of Treviso (Veneto) - Italy
Vine: Glera
Plants per Hectare: 2500-3000
Training System: Double Inverted - Sylvoz
Harvest Period: from Mid-September
Yield per Hectare: 130 q/Ha
Characteristics:
Production Area
> Glera grapes are grown on plains or on slightly sloping areas, with
alluvial medium-textured soils rich in clay.
> The mild climate and quite regular rainfall favor the ripening process,
leading to good acid balance and sugar values.
Production Process
> Around mid-September, grapes reach ideal conditions; they are
harvested and moved to the winery in order to prevent mechanical
damages and premature oxidation.
> Grapes are gently pressed removing the stems, the must is separated
from the skins to avoid contact with substances that may make the
wine sour, bitter and unstable.
> The first fermentation occurs in steel tanks with the addition of
selected yeasts. In accordance to the Martinotti method, the second
fermentation occurs in cuve close at a controlled temperature of
15 °C, to preserve the primary aromas of the grapes.
> At the end of the process, the wine is cold stabilized, filtered and
bottled.
Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Straw yellow with gold reflexes, fine and
persistent perlage.
Bouquet: Elegantly fruity with hints of apple, white peach and citrus
fruits; delicate hints of acacia flowers in the finish.
Taste: Fresh, light and pleasantly lively, with a good balance between
acidity and sugar, making it elegant and refined.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 11%
Sugar, g/l: 10-13
Total Acidity, g/l: 5,00-6,50
Serving Temperature: 4-5 °C
Serving Suggestions: Ideal as an aperitif and in cocktails, it is a perfect
match with fish starters and risotto; it is also an all-around wine which
goes particularly well with wild herbs, meat, pizza, vegetables (in
particular asparagus and Treviso radicchio), cold cuts and cheeses.
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il vino dei poeti
prosecco doc

ITEM CODE: 1011

V23004075

Prosecco DOC Brut - 750ml
Il Vino dei Poeti Prosecco DOC is a Brut sparkling wine,
obtained by Glera grapes grown according to classic,
traditional techniques in the province of Treviso. Over the
years, typicality and quality, the distinctive traits of these
grapes, have remained unchanged, making Prosecco the
most famous and best-selling Italian wine all over the world.
Production Area: Hills, province of Treviso (Veneto), Italy
Vine: Glera
Plants per Hectare: 2500-3000
Training System: Double inverted – Sylvoz
Harvest Period: From mid-September
Yield per Hectare: 130 q/Ha
Characteristics:
Production Area
> The area where Glera grapes are grown ranges from Conegliano hills
to the foot of Valdobbiadene hills.
> The area is characterized by a mild climate and alluvial clay soils, ideal
for enhancing the features of Glera grapes.
Production Process:
> Around mid-September, at peak ripeness, grapes are picked
and moved to the winery in order to prevent mechanical damages
and premature oxidation.
> Grapes are gently pressed removing the stems, the must is separated
from the skins and then cleaned.
> The first fermentation occurs in steel tanks with the addition of
selected yeasts. In accordance to the Martinotti method, the second
fermentation occurs in cuve close at a controlled temperature of
14 °C, to preserve the primary aromas of the grapes.
> At the end of the process, the wine is cold stabilized, filtered and
bottled.
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il vino dei poeti
prosecco doc

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Straw yellow with gold reflexes, fine and
persistent perlage.
Bouquet: Fruity (apple, white peach, citrus fruits) and delicate floral
(acacia, wisteria) notes.
Taste: Fresh, delicate, balanced, with an harmonious blend of acidity
and softness .
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 11%
Sugar, g/l: 10-14
Total Acidity, g/l: 5.00-6.50
Serving Temperature: 4-5 °C
Serving Suggestions: Excellent as an aperitif and in cocktails, it is also
an ideal all-around wine. It goes particularly well with pasta, risotto, fish
or meat courses and vegetables, as well as with pizza.
Enjoy it within: 18 months.
Recommended Glass: Flute.
Sizes Available: 187 ml; 200 ml; 375 ml; 750 m; 1500 ml; 3000 ml.

Awards
Silver Medal - The Prosecco Masters The
Drinks Business - UK (2018)

Bronze Award - International Wine & Spirit
Competition - UK (2007)

Silver Medal - Concours Mondial de
Bruxelles - BE (2017)

Bibenda - Associazione Italiana Sommelier
- Italia (2007)

Bronze Medal - DWWA Decanter World
Wine Awards - UK (2017)

Commended - Decanter magazine Award
- UK (2007)

2 Stars - Bellavita Awards - UK (2015)

Commended - International Wine & Spirit
Competition - UK (2003)

Best Sparkling Wines of 2015 - Vancouver
Magazine - UK (2015)
Silver Medal - The Prosecco Masters The
Drinks Business - UK (2014)
3 Stars - Winestate Magazine - Australia
(2012)

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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il vino dei poeti
prosecco doc

ITEM CODE: 2016

V23004020

Prosecco DOC Brut - 200ml
Il Vino dei Poeti Prosecco DOC is a Brut sparkling wine
obtained by the vinification of Glera grapes. The elegance,
freshness and liveliness of its bubbles stem from the beauty
and tradition of its territory, where unmistakable panoramas
are shaped by vineyards.
Production Area: Veneto region, Italy
Vine: Glera
Plants per Hectare: 2500-3000
training System: Double inverted - Sylvoz
Harvest Period: From mid-September
Yield per Hectare: 130 q/Ha
Characteristics:
Production Area
> This sparkling wine has its origin in a unique area where the climate
and soil create the perfect conditions for grapes.
> Glera grapes used to produce this wine are grown on alluvial-clay
soils on the plain or on slightly sloping terrains.
> The mild climate and quite regular rainfall favor the ripening process,
leading to wines with a good balance of acidity and sugar levels.
Production Process
> Around mid-September, grapes reach their perfect conditions.
They are picked and moved to the winery in order to prevent
mechanical damages and premature oxidation.
> Grapes are gently pressed removing the stems, the must is separated
from the skins without extracting substances which may alter the
wine.
> The first fermentation occurs in steel tanks with the addition of
selected yeasts. In accordance to the Martinotti method, the second
fermentation occurs in cuve close at a controlled temperature of
15 °C, to preserve the primary aromas of the grapes.
> At the end of the process, the wine is cold-stabilized, filtered and
bottled.
Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Brilliant, straw yellow, fine and persistent
perlage.
Bouquet: Elegantly fruity, with notes of green apple, white peach and
citrus fruits, with delicate floral hints of acacia and wisteria in the finish.
taste: Lively, light and pleasantly fresh, with a harmonic balance
between acidity and sweetness, which makes it elegant and refined.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 11%
Sugar, g/l: 10-13
total Acidity, g/l: 5,00-6,50
Serving temperature: 4-5 °C
Serving Suggestions: Excellent as an aperitif and in cocktails, it
goes particularly well with fish starters or risotto. Being also an ideal
all-around wine, it is a perfect match with wild herbs, meat, pizza,
vegetables (in particular, asparagus and radicchio di Treviso), cold cuts
and cheeses.
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IL VINO DEI POETI
PROSECCO DOC
EXTRA DRY

ITEM CODE: 1088

V23006075

Prosecco DOC Extra Dry - 750ml
Vino dei Poeti Prosecco DOC is an extra dry sparkling
obtained from Glera grapes, grown in the province of Treviso
with classic, traditional techniques. Over time, their quality
and typicality has remained unchanged. These are also the
main features of Prosecco wine, the most renowned and sold
wine worldwide.
Production Area: Hills, province of Treviso (Veneto), Italy
Vine: Glera
Plants per Hectare: 2500-3000
Training System: Double inverted - Sylvoz
Harvest Period: From mid-September
Yield per Hectare: 130 q/Ha
Characteristics:
Production Area
> The area where Glera grapes are grown ranges from Conegliano hills
to the foot of Valdobbiadene hills.
> The area is characterized by a mild climate and alluvial clay soils,
ideal for enhancing the features of Glera grapes.

Production Process
> Around mid-September, when analyses show correct acidity and
good minerality, grapes are picked and moved to the winery in order
to prevent mechanical damages and premature oxidation.
> Grapes are gently pressed removing the stems, the must is separated
from the skins and then cleaned.
> The first fermentation occurs in steel tanks with the addition of
selected yeasts. In accordance to the Martinotti method, the second
fermentation occurs in cuve close at a controlled temperature of 14°C,
to preserve the primary aromas of the grapes.
> At the end of the process, the wine is cold stabilized, filtered
and bottled.
Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Straw yellow with gold reflexes, fine
and persistent perlage.
Bouquet: Fruity (apple, peach, pear), fading into fruity notes with
delicate notes of acacia.
Taste: Delicate and fresh wine, with a clear and balanced taste;
round and smooth on the palate Soft, captivating and balanced,
with a pleasant blend of acidity and sugar, an agreeable sapidity
and a typical aromaticity with delicate fruity and floral notes.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 11%
Sugar, g/l: 15-18
Total Acidity, g/l: 5,00-6,50
Serving Temperature: 4-5 °C
Serving Suggestions: Excellent as an aperitif and in cocktails, it is also
an ideal all-around wine. It goes particularly well with pasta with delicate
meat sauces, vegetable or legume soups, seafood, white meat and fresh
cheeses.
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BOTTEGA
GOLD

ITEM CODE: 1051

V23083075

Bottega Gold Prosecco DOCG- 750ml
Bottega Gold is a Prosecco DOC, obtained by the vinification
of Glera grapes, grown in the province of Treviso. Bottega
Gold has been defined as the “Glamour Sparkling”, which is
characterized by the distinctive golden bottle.
Production Area: Province of Treviso (Veneto)
Vine: Glera
Plants per Hectare: 3000-3500
Training System: Double inverted
Harvest Period: From mid-September
Yield per Hectare: 150 q/Ha
Characteristics:
Production Area
> The area, close to the Venetian Prealps, has a temperate climate
with mild winters and fresh summers. The wide temperature range
stimulates an increased production of aromatic compounds, which
result in finer and more intense aromas.
> The diversity of soils, sun exposure, slopes make this Prosecco a very
complex wine.
Production Process
> The grapes are harvested and brought quickly to the cellar to
preserve their quality and avoid alterations that could be caused by:
> early oxidation;
> microbial contamination;
> sun exposure.
> The grapes are softly pressed and the obtained must is stored at low
temperature to preserve its freshness.
> The fermentation is made partially starting from must. The entire
process lasts about 40 days at a controlled temperature of 14-15 °C
with the addition of selected yeasts.
> Following fermentation, the wine is left in contact with the lees: the
dead yeast cells release some important compounds which enhance
the body, the structure and the aroma of the wine.
Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Bright, straw yellow, fine and persistent perlage.
Bouquet: Typical and refined with fruity (green apples, pear, citrus
fruits) and floral (white flowers, acacia, wisteria and lily of the valley)
notes, sage and spices in the finish.
Taste: Soft, harmonious and elegant, with a light body and with lively
yet balanced acidity.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 11%
Sugar, g/l: 10-14
Total Acidity, g/l: 5,00-6,50
Serving Temperature: 4-5 °C
Serving Suggestions: Excellent as an aperitif and in cocktails, it goes
particularly well with starters, light first courses (seafood and nonaromatic herb pasta and risotto), steamed or raw fish dishes, grilled
white meats, stewed or fresh vegetable dishes.
Enjoy it within: 18 months.
Recommended Glass: Flute.
Sizes Available: 200 ml; 750 ml; 1500 ml; 3000 ml; 6000 ml; 9000 ml.
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BOTTEGA
GOLD

Awards
SPARKLING TROPHY
2019

BOTTEGA
Bibano di Godega Sant’Urbano (TV)

86/100 points Mundusvini, The Grand
International Wine Award (2020)

Bronze Medal - IWC International Wine
Challenge - UK (2017)

Silver Medal - Sakura Japan Women’s
Wine Awards - JP (2020)

Bronze Medal - International Wine
Challenge - UK (2016)

91/100 - Falstaff Magazine - Sparkling
Trophy (2019)

Silver Medal - The Prosecco Masters
The Drinks Business - UK (2016)

Bronze Medal - IWS - International Wine &
Spirit Competition - UK (2019)

Silver Medal - Sakura Awards JPN (2016)

91 points
for the sparkling wine

BOTTEGA GOLD SPUMANTE
BRUT PROSECCO DOC 2018

Wolfgang M. Rosam

Othmar Kiem

Falstaff publisher

Falstaff Editor-in-Chief Italia

Bronze Medal - Korea Wine Challenge KR (2019)
Bronze Medal - DWWA Decanter World
Wine Awards - UK (2019)

Best at Show Quality at TRT Radeshow
Frontier Magazine - UK (2015) - cl 20
Master - The Prosecco Masters The Drinks
Business - UK (2015)
2 Stars - Bellavita Awards - UK (2015)

91/100 - Falstaff Magazine - Prosecco
Trophy (2019)

2015
ASIA WINE AWARDS

BRONZE

SILVER

2012

2015

©

WORLD WINE
AWARDS

BRO ZE
N

Silver Medal - Concours Mondial de
Bruxelles - BE (2019)
Commended - SWA The Sommelier Wine
Awards - UK (2019)
Gold Medal - Gilbert & Gaillard
International Competition - FR (2019)
Silver Medal - The Prosecco Masters, The
Drinks Business - UK (2019)
Silver Medal - Sélections Mondiales des
Vins - CA (2018)
Gold Medal - The Fifty Best (Sparkling
Wines) - USA (2018)
Master - The Prosecco Masters The Drinks
Business - UK (2018)
Silver Medal - IWSC International Wine &
Spirit Competition - UK (2017)
Gold Medal - Concours Mondial de
Bruxelles - BE (2017)
Commended - DWWA Decanter World
Wine Awards - UK - 2017 - Bottega Gold
Silver Medal - The Prosecco Masters
The Drinks Business - UK (2017)

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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Bronze Medal - Decanter Asia Wine
Awards - Hong Kong (2015)
Silver Medal - Decanter World Wine
Awards - UK (2015)
Gran Menzione - Mostra dei vini di collina
nella terra di Conegliano-Valdobbiadene
DOCG - Italy (2014)
Best Buy Onboard product - Ispy
UK (2014)
Bronze Medal - Decanter Asia Wine
Awards - Asia (2013)
Arc Best Beverage Award - Airline Retail
Conference - UK (2013-2012)
Silver Award - International Wine & Spirit
Competition - UK (2012)
Bronze Medal - Decanter World Wine
Awards - UK (2012)
Best Partnership Initiative of the Year
Frontier Awards - UK (2011)
3 sterne - Prowein Premium Select Wine
Challenge - Germany (2011)
Gold Medal - Buyers Forum Award,
Frontier Awards - UK (2010)

BOTTEGA
GOLD

ITEM CODE: 1064

V23083020

Bottega Gold Prosecco - ml 200
MATTE
Bottega Gold is a Prosecco DOC, obtained by the vinification
of Glera grapes, grown in the province of Treviso. Bottega
Gold has been defined as the “Glamour Sparkling”, which is
characterized by the distinctive golden bottle.
Production Area: Province of Treviso (Veneto)
Vine: Glera
Plants per Hectare: 3000-3500
Training System: Double inverted
Harvest Period: From mid-September
Yield per Hectare: 150 q/Ha
Characteristics:
Production Area
> The area, close to the Venetian Prealps, has a temperate climate
with mild winters and fresh summers. The wide temperature range
stimulates an increased production of aromatic compounds, which
result in finer and more intense aromas.
> The diversity of soils, sun exposure, slopes make this Prosecco a very
complex wine.
Production Process
> The grapes are harvested and brought quickly to the cellar to
preserve their quality and avoid alterations that could be caused by:
> early oxidation;
> microbial contamination;
> sun exposure.
> The grapes are softly pressed and the obtained must is stored at low
temperature to preserve its freshness.
> The fermentation is made partially starting from must. The entire
process lasts about 40 days at a controlled temperature of 14-15 °C
with the addition of selected yeasts.
> Following fermentation, the wine is left in contact with the lees: the
dead yeast cells release some important compounds which enhance
the body, the structure and the aroma of the wine.
Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Bright, straw yellow, fine and persistent perlage.
Bouquet: Typical and refined with fruity (green apples, pear, citrus
fruits) and floral (white flowers, acacia, wisteria and lily of the valley)
notes, sage and spices in the finish.
Taste: Soft, harmonious and elegant, with a light body and with lively
yet balanced acidity.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 11%
Sugar, g/l: 10-14
Total Acidity, g/l: 5,00-6,50
Serving Temperature: 4-5 °C
Serving Suggestions: Excellent as an aperitif and in cocktails, it goes
particularly well with starters, light first courses (seafood and nonaromatic herb pasta and risotto), steamed or raw fish dishes, grilled
white meats, stewed or fresh vegetable dishes.
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BOTTEGA
WHITE GOLD
VENEZIA DOC

ITEM CODE: 2046

V23074075

Bottega White Gold - 750ml
Bottega White Gold is a Venezia DOC wine obtained from the
vinification of Glera, Chardonnay and Pinot grapes. With its
great character, this Brut sparkling wine is fresh and elegant,
representing an expression of the territory where grapes are
grown, among the provinces of Treviso and Venice.
Production Area: Provinces of Treviso and Venice, Italy
Vine: Glera, Chardonnay, Pinot
Plants per Hectare: 2500-3000
Training System: Sylvoz
Harvest Period: Mid-September
Yield per Hectare: 140 q/Ha
Characteristics:
Production Area
DOC Venezia area ranges from the foothills in the Province of Treviso to
the Adriatic Sea in the Province of Venice, namely from Conegliano hills
to Caorle lagoon. Thanks to the protection of the Dolomites in
the North and to the proximity with sea and lagoon, it is characterized
by a temperate-humid climate. The soil is made of alluvial material
originated from Alpine and pre-Alpine glacier melting and carried by
Piave and Livenza rivers. In the high plain, the high concentration of
pebbles and gravel results in a light, draining soil with moderate fertility,
creating ideal conditions for viticulture. This area originates the high
quality grapes used to produce this sparkling wine.
Production Process
> The grapes of the three varieties of this blend are generally harvested
around mid-September.
> Grapes are quickly carried to the winery to preserve their quality
and avoid possible alterations that may result from mechanical
damages, premature oxidation, microbial contamination or sun
exposure.
> Grapes are then destemmed and softly pressed to separate the skins
form the must, which is finally cleaned through decantation.
> The first fermentation occurs in steel tanks with the addition of
selected yeasts.
> In accordance to the Martinotti method, the second fermentation
occurs in cuve close at a controlled temperature of 14°C, to preserve
the primary aromas of the grapes. When sugar turns into alcohol, the
yeasts naturally release carbon dioxide, making the wine “sparkling”.
> The wine is then cold stabilized, filtered and bottled.
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BOTTEGA
WHITE GOLD
VENEZIA DOC

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Straw yellow with gold reflexes, fine and
persistent perlage.
Bouquet: Elegant and refined, it is characterized by fruity hints
(mainly apple and peach), delicate floral aromas (hawthorn above all),
with a finish of honey notes and a special aromaticity reminding
of dried fruit.
Taste: Soft and captivating, on the palate it creates a perfect balance
between the freshness of Glera grape, the body of Chardonnay grape
and the acidity of Pinot grape.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 11%
Sugar, g/l: 10-13
Total Acidity, g/l: 5,00-6,50
Serving Temperature: 4-5 °C
Serving Suggestions: Perfect as an aperitif, it goes particularly well with
fish or vegetable based first courses (ideal with seafood risotto or pea
risotto), grilled fish, crustaceans and shellfish. It is also a perfect match
with white meat (chicken and turkey) and with vegetable-based dishes.
Enjoy it within: 18 months.
Recommended Glass: Flute.

Awards
Silver Medal - SWA The Sommelier Wine
Awards - UK (2019)
Silver Medal - DAWA Decanter Asia Wine
Awards - HK (2018)
Bronze Medal - IWSC - International Wine
and Spirit Competition - UK (2018)

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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IL VINO DEI POETI
PROSECCO ROSÉ DOC

ITEM CODE: 2081

V23007075

Prosecco Rosé Brut DOC - ml 750
Il Vino dei Poeti Prosecco Rosé DOC is a Brut sparkling wine
that originates from grapes grown in Prosecco DOC Area,
cultivated according to classic and traditional techniques that
have maintained their quality and typicality unchanged over
the years. Il Vino dei Poeti Prosecco Rosé is made from a
blend of Glera and Pinot Noir.
Vine: Glera
Production area: Hilly area in the Province of Treviso (Veneto)
Plants per Hectare: 2500-3000
Training System: Sylvoz and Double inverted
Harvest Period: From mid September
Yield per Hectare: 130 q/Ha
Vine: Pinot Noir
Production area: Prosecco DOC Area
Plants per Hectare: 4500
Training System: Spurred Cordon
Harvest Period: Starting from the last 10 days of August
Yield per Hectare: 70/80 q/Ha

Caracteristics:
Production area
> The cultivation area of Glera and Pinot Noir grapes, used for the
production of this wine, extends in the Prosecco DOC Area.
> This area is characterized by a mild climate and clayey soils of alluvial
origin rich in minerals, ideal conditions to best express the properties of
the Glera and Pinot Noir grapes.

Production process
> The grapes are harvested when the sensory analyses carried out
on the grapes in the vineyard and the ripening index analysis show a
natural acidity and good minerality (induced by the soil).
> Since the two varieties have different ripening times, they are vinified
separately.
> Glera grapes are generally harvested in mid-September. The grapes
are destemmed, softly pressed and finally the must is cleaned.
The first fermentation takes place in steel tanks after the addition of
selected yeasts.
> Pinot Noir, on the other hand, is harvested at the end of August. After
the harvest, the grapes are destemmed and softly pressed. A prefermentative maceration of about 12-16 hours is carried out in contact
with the skins to extract the colour.
The must is then separated from the skins and fermented at a controlled
temperature.
> The two wines obtained will then be blended and refermented
according to the Martinotti Method at a controlled temperature of 15-16°
C and the refermentation process lasts on average 2 months.
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IL VINO DEI POETI
PROSECCO ROSÉ DOC

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: bright pink mother-of-pearl, fine and persistent
perlage.
Bouquet: Fruity aromas (with distinct hints of apple, white peach, citrus
and wild strawberries) and floral notes like peach blossoms.
Taste: Fresh and delicate, it is fragrant on the palate and confirms
the olfactory sensations. It is characterized by a good retro-olfactory
persistence.

Chemical Characteristics:
ABV %: 11.5%
Sugar, g/l: 10-14
Total Acidity, g/l: 5,00-6,50

Serving Temperature: 4-5 °C
Serving Suggestions: Excellent as an aperitif, it can be served during
the whole meal and goes well with cold and light dishes, such as a
caprese or a plate of medium-aged raw ham, with vegetable risottos,
not too elaborate main courses of fish and roast or grilled white meat.
Perfect with raw fish and sushi. It is also recommended in combination
with pizza.
Enjoy it within: 22 months.
Recommended glass: Flute.
Sizes available: 200 ml; 750 ml

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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IL VINO DEI POETI
PROSECCO ROSÉ DOC

ITEM CODE: 2080

V23007020

Prosecco Rosé Brut DOC - ml 200
Il Vino dei Poeti Prosecco Rosé DOC is a Brut sparkling wine
that originates from grapes grown in Prosecco DOC Area,
cultivated according to classic and traditional techniques that
have maintained their quality and typicality unchanged over
the years. Il Vino dei Poeti Prosecco Rosé is made from a
blend of Glera and Pinot Noir.
Vine: Glera
Production area: Hilly area in the Province of Treviso (Veneto)
Plants per Hectare: 2500-3000
Training System: Sylvoz and Double inverted
Harvest Period: From mid September
Yield per Hectare: 130 q/Ha
Vine: Pinot Noir
Production area: Prosecco DOC Area
Plants per Hectare: 4500
Training System: Spurred Cordon
Harvest Period: Starting from the last 10 days of August
Yield per Hectare: 70/80 q/Ha

Caracteristics:
Production area
> The cultivation area of Glera and Pinot Noir grapes, used for the
production of this wine, extends in the Prosecco DOC Area.
> This area is characterized by a mild climate and clayey soils of alluvial
origin rich in minerals, ideal conditions to best express the properties of
the Glera and Pinot Noir grapes.

Production process
> The grapes are harvested when the sensory analyses carried out
on the grapes in the vineyard and the ripening index analysis show a
natural acidity and good minerality (induced by the soil).
> Since the two varieties have different ripening times, they are vinified
separately.
> Glera grapes are generally harvested in mid-September. The grapes
are destemmed, softly pressed and finally the must is cleaned.
The first fermentation takes place in steel tanks after the addition of
selected yeasts.
> Pinot Noir, on the other hand, is harvested at the end of August. After
the harvest, the grapes are destemmed and softly pressed. A prefermentative maceration of about 12-16 hours is carried out in contact
with the skins to extract the colour.
The must is then separated from the skins and fermented at a controlled
temperature.
> The two wines obtained will then be blended and refermented
according to the Martinotti Method at a controlled temperature of 15-16°
C and the refermentation process lasts on average 2 months.
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IL VINO DEI POETI
PROSECCO ROSÉ DOC

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: bright pink mother-of-pearl, fine and persistent
perlage.
Bouquet: Fruity aromas (with distinct hints of apple, white peach, citrus
and wild strawberries) and floral notes like peach blossoms.
Taste: Fresh and delicate, it is fragrant on the palate and confirms
the olfactory sensations. It is characterized by a good retro-olfactory
persistence.

Chemical Characteristics:
ABV %: 11.5%
Sugar, g/l: 10-14
Total Acidity, g/l: 5,00-6,50

Serving Temperature: 4-5 °C
Serving Suggestions: Excellent as an aperitif, it can be served during
the whole meal and goes well with cold and light dishes, such as a
caprese or a plate of medium-aged raw ham, with vegetable risottos,
not too elaborate main courses of fish and roast or grilled white meat.
Perfect with raw fish and sushi. It is also recommended in combination
with pizza.
Enjoy it within: 22 months.
Recommended glass: Flute.
Sizes available: 200 ml; 750 ml

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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PRONOL SPRITZ

ITEM CODE: 2083

V76002020

Pronol Spritz Aperitivo- ml 200
Spritz is a traditional Italian cocktail with a long history,
whose origins date to the beginning of the 19th century with
Hapsburg domination in the Lombardy-Venetian Kingdom.
The Hapsburg soldiers were used to drinking beer, which has
a lower alcohol content, so they started diluting Veneto wines
with water. Its name may therefore come from the German
verb spritzen, meaning to spray. In its ready-to-serve version,
Spritz Pronol is the modern evolution of this cocktail, which
was created in Veneto and reached out to the world.
Production Area: Veneto, Italy
Characteristics:
Spritz Pronol derives from combining a base wine with flavoring and
coloring substances and sugar. The addition of some carbon dioxide
creates the bubbles, making it fresh and lively. The correct pairing
and dosing of quality ingredients lead to a product with a full, strong
character, with low alcohol content, perfect for leisure time spent with
friends.

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Lively orange.
Bouquet: Hints of citrus, mainly of orange, and of aromatic herbs.
Taste: Fresh and pleasant, on the palate it has a bitter-sweet taste.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 6,5%
Serving Temperature: 3 °C
Serving Suggestions: It is a ready-to-drink cocktail, to be served cold,
pure, on the rocks or with orange peel. It is a perfect match with savory
snacks like chips, peanuts, cold cuts and cheese.
Enjoy it within: 2 years.
Recommended Glass: Tumbler.

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
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Secco
BY PROFUMI
BRUT

sparkling wine

PROFUMI SECCO BUBBLY 750ML
Item Code: 2070
’Secco’ is a light, crisp Brut South African sparkling
wine inspired by a strong Italian heritage.
Zesty flavours of lime and granadilla come through.
The wine is made with carefully selected Chenin
Blanc and Chardonnay grapes from the Stellenbosch
Wine Region and made using a South African
method to produce a dry ‘Prosecco Style’ wine.
Good Wine - Good Food - Good Friends

Type: Sparkling Wine
Origin: Stellenbosch, South Africa
Vine: Chenin Blanc & Chardonnay
Alcohol: 10.5% vol.
ORGANOLEPTIC CHARACTERISTICS:
Colour and Appearance: Pale Straw Yellow
Bouquet: Hints of floral notes and tropical fruits
Taste: Dry, fresh, zesty, with balanced notes of granadilla
and lime
Serving Temperature: 4/5°C
Serving Suggestions: Stunning as an aperitif, in cocktails,
as well as with most cuisines especially sushi
WWW.PROFUMI.CO.ZA
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BOTTEGA
DIAMOND

ITEM CODE: 1065

V23045075A

Diamond Pinot Noir- 750ml
Bottega Diamond is a Brut sparkling wine obtained using
the Long Charmat method through white-wine vinification of
Pinot Nero grapes.
The bottle is adorned with a series of small brilliants spelling
out the name Bottega, giving the final touch to this product
and highlighting its value, elegance and refinement.
Production Area: Lombardy, Italy
Vine: Pinot Nero
Plants per Hectare: 4500
Training System: Guyot, Spur-pruned cordon
Harvest Period: End of August - First days of September
Yield per Hectare: 70-80 q/Ha
Characteristics:
Production Area
> On the right bank of the Po river in the south of Lombardy region,
extends a land of gently sloping hills characterized by extremely
favourable climatic and geomorphological conditions for growing
grapes.
> It has a temperate climate with high temperature ranges, dry in the
winter and breezy in the summer.
> The soil is sedimentary with marl made up of equal parts of limestone
and clay.
Production Process
> The grapes are harvested and brought quickly to the cellar to
preserve their quality and avoid alterations that could be caused by:
> early oxidation;
> microbial contamination;
> sun exposure.
> The white-wine vinification occurs, immediately separating the skins
from the must using soft pressing.
> The base wine then undergoes a second fermentation according to
the Long Martinotti method in cuve close at 14-15 °C:
> specific yeasts for this vinification method are added;
> the temperature is set to 14-15 °C to avoid the risk of delayed or
blocked fermentation, a decrease in the fullness and delicacy of the
aromas, and an alteration in color;
> at the end of the fermentation process, the wine is left for a long
time to age on the lees.
> The entire process lasts at least 3 months. During this time, daily
swirling of the mass is performed to bring the sediments back into
fermentation. This operation promotes contact between the wine
and the lees, enriches its structure and increase the complexity of its
sensory profile.
> Then the wine is stabilized at -5 °C and finally filtered and bottled.
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BOTTEGA
DIAMOND

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Straw-yellow, bright, fine and persistent
perlage.
Bouquet: Complex, elegant and refined bouquet characterized by light
and pleasant aromas of crusty bread and yeast with a delicate floral
edge at the end.
Taste: Full, well-rounded and velvety, with excellent structure and
taste-olfactory persistence. It is characterized by its richness of flavour,
balanced acidity and yellow fruit aromas that, in the finish, tend towards
sweet almond.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 12%
Sugar, g/l: 4-8
Total Acidity, g/l: 5,00-6,50
Serving Temperature: 4-5 °C
Serving Suggestions: Excellent as an aperitif, it pairs well with starters,
rice dishes, raw or cooked fish (especially shellfish), vegetarian dishes,
flavourful white meats, cheeses and desserts.
Enjoy it within: 18 months.
Recommended Glass: Flute.

Awards
Bronze Medal - Decanter Asia Wine
Awards - HK (2015)
3 sterne - Prowein Premium Select Wine
Challenge - Germany (2011)
2015

Silver Award - Best Drinks Launch of the
Year - UK (2010)

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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ASIA WINE AWARDS

BRONZE

FRAGOLINO
BIANCO
COUNTRY

ITEM CODE: 1029

V14001075

Fragolino Bianco - 750ml
Fragolino is a wine-based drink with an unmistakable fruity
aromaticity which reminds of fragrant wild strawberries.
Thanks to its moderate alcohol content and pleasant
sweetness, it is perfect at any time of the day and is a
synonym for party and joy.
Characteristics:
Production Area
This drink is the result of a blend of different Italian grape varieties.
Vines are grown on fresh, fertile soils where summer droughts are
limited, making them ideal for white grapes as they confer greater
sapidity, body and aromatic persistence.
Production Process:
> Grapes are pressed destemmed. The must is then softly pressed to
separate it from the skins.
> After that, the first fermentation occurs in steel tanks vats.
> In accordance to the Martinotti method, the second fermentation
occurs in cuve close; strawberry juice and natural flavors are added.
> When sugars are transformed into alcohol, yeasts release carbon
dioxide, making the wine “fizzy”.
> Fragolino is then cold stabilized, filtered and bottled.

Organoleptic Characteristics
Color and Appearance: Straw yellow with greenish reflexes.
Bouquet: Predominantly fruity aroma, with intense notes of strawberries
and wild strawberries.
Taste: Sweet, fresh and lively, with strong hints of wild strawberries,
recalling olfactory sensations.
Chemical Characteristics
ABV: 10%
Sugar, g/l: 80
Total Acidity, g/l: 5,50-7,00
Serving Temperature: 6-8 °C
Serving Suggestions: Ideal at any time of the day, it is also perfect as
an aperitif and as an ingredient in cocktails. It goes particularly well with
desserts, pastry and fruit, especially with strawberries. Thanks to its
characteristic and unmistakable taste, it evokes the joy of a party.
Enjoy it within: 18 months.
Recommended Glass: Flute.

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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FRAGOLINO ROSSO
BOTTEGA

ITEM CODE: 1030

V24002075

Fragolino Rosso - 750ml

This drink is renowned for its unmistakable flavor of freshly-picked wild
strawberries.

Characteristics:
The grapes are harvested in cases and vinified in red (must and skins
are in contact). Afterwards, the wine is refermented in autoclave with
the addition of natural aromas for a period of seven days. It is then cold
stabilized for a week at a temperature of -2 °C and finally filtered and
bottled.

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Brilliant with perlage in suspension. Pale ruby
red, with strong pink shades
Nose: Predominantly fruity aroma, with hints of wild strawberries
Taste: Sweet, fresh, lively, with intense hints of wild strawberries and
fruit.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 10%
Serving Temperature: 6-8 °C
Serving Suggestions: Suitable at any time of the day, it is also an
excellent aperitif. A superb companion to all common desserts, cakes
and tarts.
Enjoy it within: 18 months.
Recommended Glass: Flute.

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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IL VINO DELL’AMORE
PETALO MOSCATO

ITEM CODE: 1013

V23003075

Vino Del Amore Moscato - ml 750
Il Vino dell'Amore Petalo Moscato is a white sparkling wine
characterized by a clear sweetness, pronounced and elegant
bouquet, low alcohol content and a typical scent of roses that
evokes the image of petals on the label.
Production Area: North of Italy
Vine: Moscato
Plants per Hectare: 3000-4000
Training System: Sylvoz and spurred cordon
Harvest Period: First days of September
Yield per hectare: 90-100 q/Ha
Characteristics:
Production Area
> The grapes used for the production of this wine come from an area
originated millions of years ago.
> The ground is made up of sedimentary rocks with a good skeleton,
rich in minerals and micro-elements. This alkaline soil favors the
production of grapes with a good level of acidity.
> The climate is temperate with mild winters, hot and dry summers,
and good temperature range. This area is characterized by a
temperature inversion, therefore the temperature in the hills are
higher that in the flat lands.
> The wines of this unique area are fresh, mineral, with a good acidity
and an unmistakable organoleptic profile.
Production Process
> The grapes are harvested and moved to the winery in order
to prevent mechanical damages, premature oxidation, microbial
contamination and exposure to the sun which cause alteration and
impair the quality.
> The bunches are gently pressed removing the stems, the must is
separating from the skins and then cleaned.
> The fermentation occurs with the addition of selected yeasts, in
accordance to the Martinotti method, in cuve close at a controlled
temperature of 14 °C to preserve the primary aromas of the grapes.
> At the end of the process the wine is cold stabilized, filtred and
bottled.
> The resulting wine has a low alcohol content (6,5%) with a high level
of residual sugar.
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IL VINO DELL’AMORE
PETALO MOSCATO

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Straw yellow with fine and lasting perlage.
Bouquet: Complex, intense, delicate, with floral (rose, wisteria and
wildflowers) and fruity (yellow peach, apricot and citrus) notes and a
pleasant hint of sage in the finish.
Taste: Velvety, pleasantly sweet, intense and persistent with a good
acidity that enriches its freshness and balances the high sugar content.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 6,5%
Sugar, g/l: 90-95
Total Acidity, g/l: 5,00-6,50
Serving Temperature: 5-6 °C
Serving Suggestions: Sweet wine, suitable for celebrations and special
events. It goes well with all major desserts of the Italian and international
cuisine. Perfect also with mature cheeses.
Enjoy it within: 18 months.
Recommended Glass: Flute.
Sizes Available: ml 200, ml 750, ml 1500, ml 3000.

Awards
Gold Medal - Sakura Japan Women’s
Wine Awards - JP (2018)

Medaille d’Argent
Muscats du Monde - France (2004)

Silver Medal - Festivin Caraquet
Canada (2015)

Silver Medal - International Wine & Spirit
Competition - UK (2002)

Silver Medal - Hong Kong International
Wine & Spirit Competition - HK (2010)
Commended - Top 100 Wines - Vancouver
Mag. Int. Wine Comp. - Canada (2009)

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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IL VINO DELL’AMORE
PETALO MOSCATO

ITEM CODE: 2030

V23003020

Vino Del Amore Moscato - ml 750
Il Vino dell'Amore Petalo Moscato is a white sparkling wine
characterized by a clear sweetness, pronounced and elegant
bouquet, low alcohol content and a typical scent of roses that
evokes the image of petals on the label.
Production Area: Euganean hills (Padua, Veneto), Italy
Vine: Moscato
Plants per Hectare: 3000-4000
Training System: Sylvoz and spurred cordon
Harvest Period: First days of September
Yield per hectare: 90-100 q/Ha
Characteristics:
Production Area
> The Euganean hills are suggestive hills located in Veneto, in the
province of Padua.
> The ground is made up of sedimentary rocks with a good skeleton,
rich in minerals and micro-elements. This alkaline soil favors the
production of grapes with a good level of acidity.
> The climate is temperate with mild winters, hot and dry summers,
and good temperature range. This area is characterized by a
temperature inversion, therefore the temperature in the hills are
higher that in the flat lands.
> The wines of Euganean hills are fresh, mineral, with a good acidity
and an unmistakable organoleptic profile.
Production Process
> The grapes are harvested and moved to the winery in order
to prevent mechanical damages, premature oxidation, microbial
contamination and exposure to the sun which cause alteration and
impair the quality.
> The bunches are gently pressed removing the stems, the must is
separating from the skins and then cleaned.
> The fermentation occurs with the addition of selected yeasts, in
accordance to the Martinotti method, in cuve close at a controlled
temperature of 14 °C to preserve the primary aromas of the grapes.
> At the end of the process the wine is cold stabilized, filtred and
bottled.
> The resulting wine has a low alcohol content (6,5%) with a high level
of residual sugar.
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IL VINO DELL’AMORE
PETALO MOSCATO

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Straw yellow with fine and lasting perlage.
Bouquet: Complex, intense, delicate, with floral (rose, wisteria and
wildflowers) and fruity (yellow peach, apricot and citrus) notes and a
pleasant hint of sage in the finish.
Taste: Velvety, pleasantly sweet, intense and persistent with a good
acidity that enriches its freshness and balances the high sugar content.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 6,5%
Sugar, g/l: 90-95
Total Acidity, g/l: 5,00-6,50
Serving Temperature: 5-6 °C
Serving Suggestions: Sweet wine, suitable for celebrations and special
events. It goes well with all major desserts of the Italian and international
cuisine. Perfect also with mature cheeses.
Enjoy it within: 18 months
Recommended Glass: Flute
Sizes Available: ml 200

Awards
Silver Medal - Festivin Caraquet
Canada (2015)

Medaille d’Argent
Muscats du Monde - France (2004)

Silver Medal - Hong Kong International
Wine & Spirit Competition - HK (2010)

Silver Medal - International Wine & Sprit
Competition - UK (2002)

Commended - Top 100 Wines - Vancouver
Mag. Int. Wine Comp. - Canada (2009)
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IL VINO DELL’AMORE
PETALO PINK
MANZONI MOSCATO

ITEM CODE: 1083

V23065075

Rose Gold Mosacto Dolce- ml 750
This sparkling rosé wine is the result of the valuable selection
carried out at the beginning of the 20th century by professor
Luigi Manzoni, principal of the Oenological School in
Conegliano. Several hybridization tests led to the creation of
several crossings, among which Incrocio Manzoni 13.0.25.
This code refers to a specific system used by the professor in
his registers. Incrocio Manzoni is a crossing between Raboso
Piave and Muscat of Hamburg.
Production Area: Veneto, Italy
Vine: Manzoni Moscato
Plants per Hectare: 3000 - 3500
Training System: Sylvoz and spurred cordon
Harvest Period: Beginning of September
Yield per Hectare: 100-120 q/Ha

Characteristics:
Production Area
> Grapes are grown on alluvial lands made of sand, gravel, clay
and limestone. These draining soils also provide a source of nutrients
and water to the vine.
> The area is protected against cold winds and benefits from the
proximity to the Adriatic Sea, forming ideal conditions for
winegrowing.
Production Process
> After the harvest, the bunches are gently pressed removing stems
and the must is left in contact with the skins for 12-16 hours at 5 °C.
Cold maceration allows for the extraction of:
> Color
> Primary aroma of the grapes, located in the inner part of the skin
> Mannoproteins and other polysaccharides.
This procedure creates a pinkish must, richer in varietal aromas
and more structured.
> Thanks to the low temperature, the fermentation is stopped and less
tannins and polyphenols are extracted, as they would lead to bitter
and astringent features.
> The must is then softly pressed to separate it from the skins.
> Fermentation occurs with the addition of selected yeasts,
in accordance to the Martinotti method, in cuve close at a controlled
temperature of 14-15 °C.
> The wine is then cold stabilized, filtered and bottled.
> Manzoni Moscato Bottega, an expression of the uniqueness of its
vine, represents the care and attention towards each production
phase and fine packaging, which have always been the distinctive
features of Bottega. The particular pink bottle is made with an
exclusive process of metallization.
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IL VINO DELL’AMORE
PETALO PINK
MANZONI MOSCATO

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Delicate rosé color with fine and persistent
perlage.
Bouquet: Intense, delicate and refined, characterized by an aroma of
roses and fruity notes of cherry, raspberry, ripe citrus fruits and final
spicy notes of sage.
Taste: Sweet, elegant, harmonic, balanced, with a long aromatic
persistence, but also fresh thanks to its acidity and tannins which
balance the high sugar content.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 7%
Sugar, g/l: 80
Total Acidity, g/l: 5,00-6,50
Serving Temperature: 5-6 °C
Serving Suggestions: Sweet wine, perfect for celebrations and special
events. Ideal at the end of a meal, with biscuits, fine pastry, jam or
custard tarts, fresh and dried fruit. It goes particularly well with all the
main cakes of Italian and international cuisine.
Enjoy it within: 18 months.
Recommended Glass: Flute.

Awards
Silver Medal - Cathay Pacific Hong Kong
International Wine and Spirit Competition
HKIWSC - HK (2014)
inks busin
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Commended - DWWA Decanter World
Wine Awards - UK (2017)
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Gold Medal - The Global Rosé Masters
- Drink Business - UK (2014)
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Silver Medal - The Asian Rosé Masters HK (2018)

al Masters
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The Global Rosé Masters 2014

Medal: Gold
The Asian Rosé Masters 2018

Awarded to

Bottega

Medal: Silver

Il Vino Dell'Amore Petalo Pink
Manzoni Moscato Rosé

Awarded to:

Category

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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GIN & VERMOUTH
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BACUR GIN

ITEM CODE: 2028

E10065050N

Bottega Bacur Gin - 500ml
Gin is a strong and aromatic distillate. Its origin is linked to a
Dutch medicine and physics professor, Franciscus De La Boe,
who studied the properties of juniper essential oils obtained
by re-distilling an infusion of berries macerated in pure
alcohol. Adopted by British soldiers going back home from
the Netherlands, it did not take long for gin to become a well
know drink in Britain.
Production Area: Veneto, Italy

Characteristics:
Bacûr Bottega is a Distilled Dry Gin produced using water from the Alps
and exclusively Italian origin Botanicals. The Tuscan Juniper berries,
sage leaves from Triveneto and Sicilian lemon zest are left to macerate
in a solution of water and alcohol for a long time; after that, double
distillation takes place, clearing the liquid from possible unwanted
hints and leading to an elegant distillate with a fine, clean bouquet.
The unique character of this gin is given by the scrupulous selection of
raw materials, and its quality and complexity depend not only on the
quantity of plants used, but also on the conditions in which aromatic
compounds are extracted from each of them.

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Colorless and crystal clear.
Bouquet: It opens with an intense scent of juniper, followed by citrus
notes of lemon zest, and closes with sage hints.
Taste: Smooth and balanced, it delicately warms the palate without
being aggressive, leaving a pleasant perfumed perception in the mouth.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 40%
Serving Temperature: 8-10 °C
Serving Suggestions: Perfect when enjoyed pure, as well as in cocktails
and long drinks.
Enjoy it within: No time limit recommended.
Recommended Glass: Tumbler.
Size Available: 500 ml; 700 ml; 1000 ml.

Awards
Silver Medal - BSA Bartender Spirits
Awards - USA (2019)
81,7 points - Spirits Selection by Concours
Mondial de Bruxelles - BE (2018)
Bronze Award - International Wine and
Spirit Competition - UK (2018)
84 Points - ISW – Meiningers International
Spirits Award - DE (2018)

BOTTEGA S.P.A.
Villa Rosina - Vicolo Aldo Bottega, 2
31010 Bibano di Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Tel. (+39) 0438.4067 - Fax (+39) 0438.401006
info@bottegaspa.com - www.bottegaspa.com
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Bronze Medal - IWSC International Wine &
Spirit Competition - UK (2017)

2019

SILVER

VERMOUTH ROSSO

ITEM CODE: 2048

E17002075

Vermouth Rosso - 750ml
Vermouth is an aromatized wine with a very ancient tradition.
Its name comes from a French adaptation of “Wermut”,
German word for Artemisia Absinthium, its main flavoring
ingredient. It was first invented by Hippocrates, who used to
infuse fermented must with absinthe, dittany flowers, spices
and honey. During the Middle ages, this tradition continued
and was even perfected when spices like cinnamon and
nutmeg from the East started reaching Europe. In 1786,
in Turin, Antonio Benedetto Carpano created the definitive
recipe: a blend of wines mixed with an infusion of 50 herbs
and roots. Vermouth Rosso Bottega, signed by Sandro
Bottega and Lamberto Vallarino Gancia, encloses this long
history and embodies its modern evolution. It is characterized
by a complex bouquet which satisfies even the most
demanding palates. Its elegant and refined packaging is also
a distinctive feature of this product.
Production Area: Veneto, Italy
Characteristics:
Vermouth Rosso Bottega is based on a selection of Merlot, one of
the most representative wines of a particularly suited territory. Its
unmistakable character derives from a natural extract described
in an original secret recipe with over 30 herbs, flowers and spices
(wormwood,Ceylon cinnamon, cardamom, cloves, gentian roots,
marjoram, nutmeg, radicchio, etc.). Matching a wine with a great
personality with an extract featuring multiple hues leads to a product
with a unique character. Its full, rich and definitive taste is the synthesis
of the distinctive traits of both Veneto and Piedmont: creativity,
innovation and winemaking tradition.
Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Dark amber.
Bouquet: Intense, rich and complex, it is characterized by pleasant spice
hints and delicate herbaceous notes, particularly of radicchio, precious
gift of the land which gives origin to this aromatized wine.
Taste: Velvety and smooth on the palate, its aromaticity is intense and
persistent, recalling its bouquet. A bitter note creates a perfect balance
with its sweet hints.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 16%
Serving Temperature: 7-8 °C
Serving Suggestions: It is best served cold, pure, on the rocks or with
lemon zest. Ideal as a base for cocktails, it is also a perfect match with
spicy chocolate.
Enjoy it within: 3 years.
Recommended Glass: Tumbler.
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VERMOUTH BIANCO
BOTTEGA

ITEM CODE: 2049

E17001075

Vermouth Bianco - 750ml
Vermouth is an aromatized wine with a very ancient tradition.
Its name comes from a French adaptation of “Wermut”,
German word for Artemisia Absinthium, its main flavoring
ingredient. It was first invented by Hippocrates, who used to
infuse fermented must with absinthe, dittany flowers, spices
and honey. During the Middle ages, this tradition continued
and was even perfected when spices like cinnamon and
nutmeg from the East started reaching Europe. In 1786, in
Turin, Antonio Benedetto Carpano created the definitive
recipe: a blend of wines mixed with an infusion of 50 herbs
and roots. Vermouth Bianco Bottega, signed by Sandro
Bottega and Lamberto Vallarino Gancia, encloses this long
history and embodies its modern evolution. It is characterized
by a complex bouquet which satisfies even the most
demanding palates. Its elegant and refined packaging is also
a distinctive feature of this product.
Production Area: Veneto, Italy
Characteristics:
Vermouth Bianco Bottega is based on a selection of Pinot Grigio, one
of the most representative wines of a particularly suited territory. Its
unmistakable character derives from a natural extract described in an
original secret recipe with over 30 herbs, flowers and spices (elder
flowers, Roman wormwood, coriander seeds, cinchona calisaya,
bitter orange zest, etc.). Matching a wine with a great personality with
an extract featuring multiple hues leads to a product with a unique
character. Its full, rich and definitive taste is the synthesis of the
distinctive traits of both Veneto and Piedmont: creativity, innovation and
winemaking tradition.

Organoleptic Characteristics:
Color and Appearance: Pale with slightly yellowish hues.
Bouquet: Elegant, sinuous and complex, it is characterized by pleasant
spicy tones and delicate citrus notes, mainly of bitter orange.
Taste: Velvety and charming on the palate, its intense and fresh
aromaticity recalls its citrus bouquet with a pleasantly sweet note.
Chemical Characteristics:
ABV: 16%
Serving Temperature: 7-8° C
Serving Suggestions: It is best served cold, pure, on the rocks or with
lemon zest. Ideal as a base for cocktails, it is also a perfect match with
spicy chocolate.
Enjoy it within: 3 years.
Recommended Glass: Tumbler.
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ITEM CODE: 1097

ORGANIC GIN 43%
Abcert ITBIO 013

Feiner biologischer Premium Gin
aus handverlesenen
wildwachsenden
Wacholderbeeren, Koriander,
Salbeiblüten, Iriswurzel, Holunderblüten.
Alkoholbasis: Destillat aus
biologischem Weichweizen.
Feiner traditioneller Gin-Genuss.

Premium Gin di qualità biologica
distillato da bacche di ginepro
selvatiche, semi di coriandolo, fiori
di salvia, radice ireos, fiori di
sambuco.
Base alcolica: distillato di grano
tenero di coltivazione biologica.
Gin tradionazionale e fine.

Bontanicals: wild juniper berries,
coriander seeds, flowering tops of
clary sage, orris root, elder flower.
Alcohol base: distillate from
organic wheat.
Distillation process: small
watherbath stills.
Refinement distillation using low
pressure vapor for perfect taste.

Art. Nr. BIO008

BIOSTILLA ORGANIC GIN Alc.: 43%vol Inhalt/Contenuto: 750ml
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VOGA

59

PINOT GRIGIO
DELLE VENEZIE
DOC

W I N E : VOGA Pinot Grigio is produced from Italy’s
best-known Delle Venezie DOC region.
It is a rich, opulent and elegant white wine, fresh and
crisp with apple and pear aromas.
The land between Friuli Venezia Giulia, Veneto and
Trentino Alto Adige is characterized by a volcanic mineral-based soil and mild breezes: there, grapes grow
with a high acidity level and peculiar aromas.

G R A P E S : Pinot Grigio
A L C O H O L : 12% by vol.
A C I D I T Y : 6 G/L
S U G A R : 5,5 G/L
C O L O R : Pale straw yellow with greenish highlights.
B O U Q U E T : Intense, with fruit notes of apple.
T A S T E : Harmonic, fresh, pleasingly crisp.

F O O D P A I R I N G : Pinot Grigio offers an amazing
array of possibilities, such as fish dishes, white meat
and fresh cheeses, as well as pasta and risotto.
S E R V I N G T E M P E R A T U R E : 8°-10° C

R E G I O N : Veneto

AVA I L A B L E S I Z E S :

750ml

AWA R D S :
GILBERT&GAILLARD
94 POINTS / 2021
ULTIMATE WINE
CHALLENGE
86 POINTS

BRANDS
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WHITE WINE

ITEM CODE: 2054

M O S C ATO
P R O V I N C I A D I PAV I A
IGT FRIZZANTE

SPARKLING WINE

ITEM CODE: 2055

W I N E : VOGA Moscato is a sparkling wine crafted
with grapes from the Oltrepò Pavese area, where
the magnesium rich soil enhances the qualities
of the bunches.
VOGA Moscato capture the fruity aromas and vibrant
flavors typical of the Moscato grape: with its fresh
citrus, ripe apricot, sage and musky flavors, this wine is
absolute refreshment in a bottle, well balanced, delicate and sweet on the palate.

G R A P E S : Moscato
A L C O H O L : 7,5% by vol.
A C I D I T Y : 5,5 G/L
S U G A R : 65 G/L
C O L O R : Straw yellow with gold highlights.
B O U Q U E T : Intense fruity aromas with notes
of sage on the nose.
T A S T E : Fresh citrus, apricot and grape flavors
balanced by soft bubbles.

F O O D P A I R I N G : Whether sipped as an aperitif
or dessert wine, mixed into cocktails for fizz, poached
with fruit, or paired with Asian cuisine, Moscato is
extremely versatile.
S E R V I N G T E M P E R A T U R E : 6°-8° C

R E G I O N : Lombardia

AVA I L A B L E S I Z E S :

750ml

AWA R D S :
BERLINER
WEIN TROPHY
GOLD / 2018

BRANDS
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RO S ATO
TREVENEZIE
IGT
ITEM CODE: 2056

W I N E : VOGA Rosa is fresh, fruity and elegant with
floral and fruity notes. Its characteristic pink color
derives from the contact with the skin of red berried
grapes, which come from the area of the Tre Venezie.

ROSÉWINE

G R A P E S : Italian red grapes
A L C O H O L : 12% by vol.
A C I D I T Y : 5,8 G/L
S U G A R : 8 G/L
C O L O R : Pale pink.
B O U Q U E T : Soft floral flavours on the palate
and a refreshing, pleasantly smooth finish.
T A S T E : Well balanced with a sweet finish.

F O O D P A I R I N G : It goes perfectly with appetizers,
ethnic cuisine and also ideal as an aperitif.
S E R V I N G T E M P E R A T U R E : 6°-8° C

R E G I O N : Veneto

AVA I L A B L E S I Z E S :

750ml

AWA R D S :
TASTING.COM
THE BEVERAGE TASTING INSTITUTE
GOLD / 2017

BRANDS
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MERLOT
TERRE SICILIANE
IGT
ITEM CODE: 2060

RED WINE

W I N E : Is a charming and seductive wine from Sicily,
where the unique soils and climate weave a certain
magie into the Merlot grapes. This intriguing wine has
persistent flavor that captivates everyone.

G R A P E S : Merlot
A L C O H O L : 13% by vol.
A C I D I T Y : 5,5 G/L
S U G A R : 9 G/L
C O L O R : Ruby Red.
B O U Q U E T : Red fruit aromas.
T A S T E : Fruity and smooth on the palate.

F O O D P A I R I N G : Voga Merlot matches with
everything from antipasti to grilled meats,
as well as hearty pasta dishes.
S E R V I N G T E M P E R A T U R E : 18°-20° C

R E G I O N : Sicily

AVA I L A B L E S I Z E S :

750ml

DRINK
IN STYLE
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ROSÉ OF PINOT GRIGIO
SPUMANTE
EXTRA DRY
ITEM CODE: 2058

G R A P E S : Pinot Grigio
A L C O H O L : 11% by vol.
A C I D I T Y : 5,5 G/L
S U G A R : 14 G/L
C O L O R : Bright pink.
B O U Q U E T : Aromas of wild strawberry and raspberry.
T A S T E : Refreshing and well balanced acidity.

F O O D P A I R I N G : It can be enjoyed on its own as
an aperitif or with fish appetizers or fresh salads.
S E R V I N G T E M P E R A T U R E : 6°-8° C

R E G I O N : Veneto

AVA I L A B L E S I Z E S :

750ml

AWA R D S :
MUNDUS VINI
GOLD / 2019
GILBERT&GAILLARD
GOLD / 2019

BRANDS
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ROSÉWINE

W I N E : VOGA Sparkling Rosé of Pinot Grigio is made
from the natural pink skinned Pinot Grigio grape.
During the vinification the skins are in contact with
the must for approximately 16 hours in temperature
controlled tanks: this is why this wine is pink. VOGA
Sparkling Rosé wine is extremely refreshing with a
well balanced acidity and fruity notes of wild
strawberry, raspberry and peach.

ITALIAN WINES
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ITEM CODE: 2084
PINOT GRIGIO DELLE VENEZIE
DOP

Wine name

Pinot Grigio delle Venezie DOP "Coresei"

Region

Veneto

Grapes

Pinot Grigio 100%

Vineyard

Best situated vineyards in the area named “delle Venezie”

Harvest

Hand selected fresh grapes

Vinification

Soft pressing, controlled temperature fermentation

Maturation

In stainless steel vats

Alcohol

12% vol.

Total Acidity

5.7 g/lt

Residual Sugar

5.2 g/lt

Dry Extract

21.3 g/lt

Colour

Straw-coloured yellow with greenish highlights

Aromas

Fruity fragrance, fine and intense

Taste

Dry taste and harmonious flavour

Food Pairing

Excellent as aperitif, with light meals.

Service Temperature Serve chilled at 8°C
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ITEM CODE: 2101

CORESEI - l\1ERLOT TREVENEZIE

Indica=ione Geografica Protetta
Wine name

CORESEI I MERLOT TREVENEZIE Igp

Grapes

100%Merlot

Harvest

Grapes are selected and hand-picked

Vinification

Traditional vini.fication maceration of7-10 days at a temperature of22-24°
C, followed by gentle pressing

Maturation

In stainless steel vats

Alcohol

12% vol.

Total Acidity

5.3 gilt

Residual Sugar

4.5 gilt

Dry Extract

28 gilt

Colour

Ruby red

Aromas

Fmity aromas with hints ofspices

Taste

Full-bodied, with harmonious flavour

Food Pairing

Ideal with first courses, all types ofmeat light mature cheese

Service Temperatm·e 18-20 ° C
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ITEM CODE: 2102

CORESEI-CABERNETTREVENEZIE
Jndica=ione Geografica Proietto
Wine name

CORESEI I CABERNET TREVENEZIE Igp

Grapes

100% Cabernet

Ha1-ve t

Grapes are elected and hand-picked

Vinification

Traditional vini.fication, maceration of7-10 day at a temperature of22-24 °
C, followed by gentle pressing

Maturation

In tainle s steel vats

Alcohol

12% vol.

Total Acidity

5.4 gilt

Re idual Sugar

4 gilt

Dry Exh·act

29 gilt

Colour

Bright red

Aromas

Aromas of red fruit, with light herbaceous hints

Ta te

Stmctured, v.ell balanced, with a long fini h

Food Pairing

It pairs well with all types of food, including first courses, meat and cheese

e1"Vice Tempe1·atu1·e 18-20 °
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Le Colombe
ITEM CODE: 2085
ITEM CODE: 2085

GRAPE VARIETY
Merlot

SERVING
TEMPERATURE

18-20°
C

Location of Vineyards: Breganze area
Vinification: Breganze Novello wine is obtained
from the carbonic maceration process of Merlot
grapes.
Color: bright red with violet reflections
Tasting:
Bouquet: intense, enveloping, fruity.
Taste: soft and fruity
Alcohol content: 11,50 % vol

Salami

Soft cheese

Soft cheese

Cantina Beato Bartolomeo da Breganze Sca | Via Roma 100, 36042 Breganze (VI)
Tel. 0039 (0) 445 873112 | export@cantinabreganze.it | www.cantinabreganze.it
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SPARKLING ALCOHOLIC ICE TEA

MADE WITH
ORGANIC ROOIBOS

HARD ROOIBOS SELTZER
low cal
low sugar

& NATURAL FLAVOURS
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ALCOHOLIC ICE TEA

HARD ROOIBOS SELTZER

MADE WITH ORGANIC ROOIBOS & NATURAL FLAVORS

ITEM CODE: 1118

ITEM CODE: 1119

TASTE
The perfect blend of zesty
lemon & bright minty taste
are combined with the sweet
notes of organic Rooibos.

TASTE
The exotic aromas of
coconut & tropical fruits
are followed by the tasty
almost sweetness of the
organic Rooibos.

INGREDIENTS
Organic Rooibos, Spring
Water, Citric Acid, Cane
Sugar, Natural Lemongrass
flavor.

THE PERFECT WAY
TO UPLIFT YOURSELF
Alc. 4.0% by Vol.

BARCODE
PER CAN (300ml)

6001651654752

PER FOUR PACK (4 x 300ml) 6001651097450
PER CASE (16 x 300ml)

16001651097457

INGREDIENTS
Organic Rooibos, Spring
Water, Citric Acid, Cane
Sugar, Panda Flavor

ISLAND HOLIDAY
IN A CAN
Alc. 4.0% by Vol.

BARCODE
PER CAN (300ml)

PER CASE (16 x 300ml)

ITEM CODE: 1121

TASTE
The drink brings you a
balance between soft
vanilla and spicy Chai
flavors perfectly blended
in organic Rooibos.

TASTE
The zestiness of the Yuzu
fruit is followed through by
the refreshing taste of citrus
and organic Rooibos.
INGREDIENTS
Organic Rooibos, Spring
Water, Citric Acid, Cane
Sugar, Natural Yuzu flavor.

BARCODE

Alc. 4.0% by Vol.

16001651097464

ITEM CODE: 1120

INGREDIENTS
Organic Rooibos, Spring
Water, Citric Acid, Cane
Sugar, Natural Chai and
Vanilla flavor.

THE ULTIMATE
ZEN

6001651654769

PER FOUR PACK (4 x 300ml) 6001651097467

PER CAN (300ml)

6001651542639

PER FOUR PACK (4 x 300ml) 6001651097474
PER CASE (16 x 300ml)

16001651097471

BARCODE

A PROPER THIRST
QUENCHER
Alc. 4.0% by Vol.

PER CAN (300ml)

PER CASE (16 x 300ml)

PRODUCT OF SOUTH AFRICA
DISTRIBUTED BY PROFUMI D'ITALIA MARKETING CC
82 ASCOT ROAD, MILNERTON, 7441,WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA
CONTACT 021 554 4831 ordersgauteng@profumi.co.za
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6001651992403

PER FOUR PACK (4 x 300ml) 6001651097443
16001651097440

to order: ordersgauteng@profumi.co.za
accounts: accounts@profumi.co.za

081 357 0419
067 257 1956

www.profumi.co.za
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